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Abstract

""*•* Membranes that exclude water but are permeable to radon can extend the range
of environments in which many radon detection systems could operate. We have studied
the permeation of 222Rn through membranes separating air and water phases. The
permeation coefficients and the activation energy were calculed for various conditions.
Potential applications such as in situ detection of radon in water are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

% ; Radon, a natural radioactive gas and uranium 238 daughter product is omnipresent
* -• on the surface of the Earth. It is a noble gas that is found throughout the environment,

; ' . , . ' " in the air, soil and water. Measuring its concentration in various environmental media
K ^ . M-1' may prove to be useful in many areas of geophysical research, for example :

i.
- mineral prospecting : to locate uranium deposits
- thermo-mineral source prospecting
- locating geological faults
- monitoring potable, thermal or mining waters
- predicting earthquakes, monitoring volcanoes, etc.

Radon is also a useful tracer for monitoring certain hydrogeological or
meteorological phenomena. We should also note the current interest in radon due to its
potential effects on human health.
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Thus research work concerning radon currently involves many different areas of

applications such as medicine, radiological protection, architecture, geology/geophysics,
atmospheric physics, etc. To successfully carry out this research, specialists must have
reliable and precise measuring methods. Until know, there have been few devices
capable of continuously measuring radon in water-saturated soil or even directly in
water, although these types of conditions are frequently found in the various fields
mentioned above.

The purpose of our study is to improve the performance of an existing detector
used to measure radon content in the air (the Barasol ) and make it suitable for use in
water-saturated soils and in water. For this, we had to study radon permeation through
plastic membranes. Unlike the traditional approach where permeation occurs between
two gaseous phases, our work involves radon 222 transfer between water and air via
a membrane. Here the membrane serves as a physical barrier that is permeable to radon
and impermeable to water, so as to protect the detector.

I. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY QF THE VARIOUS CHARACTERISTICS OF
MEMBRANES WITH RESPECT TO RADON TRANSFER (11

I.I. Description of the experimental procedure

The experimental set-up enables the study of radon 222 permeation between water
and air through plastic membranes as a function of temperature. It consists of two
separate parts (see figure 1) :

- the "radon charged water" circuit, with recycling system.
- the "filtered air" circuit, which is not recycled and where radon transfer is studied.

(8)

(1) Recycling circuit for Rn222 containing water
(2) Rn222 containing water source
(3) Recycling pump
(4) Thermocontrolled water bath for Rn222

containing water
(5) Thermocontrolled water bath for water

and air circuit plus part which supports
membrane

(6) non-recycling circuit for filtered air
(7) lonization chamber
(S) Cleaning water circuit
(9) Part which supports membrane

(stainless steel chamber)

Figure 1

The process of radon exchange between the two phases occurs in a part that was
specially designed to minimize "dead" zones. The membrane to be tested is placed on
a support grid and separates the two media. The materials selected for the membrane
were two hydrophobic polymers, polypropylene and polyethylene, to prevent any
transfer of water in liquid or vapour form to the air circuit. We monitor the evolution
of radon transfer from the water phase to the air phase, by continuously measuring the
radon's activity concentration in the air through a ionization chamber. The radon's
activity concentration in the water is checked for each experiment.
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1.2. Interpretation of results

Our experimental results allow us to calculate the P coefficient of permeation, which
characterizes for different temperatures the degree of radon permeability of a
membrane.

It has been shown that P (nr.s'1) is expressed by the following equation (2), (3) :

P =
1 V (X + Q/V) Av

\

1 the membrane thickness (m), X the radon 222 decay constant (=2 .1 .10* S-1)
Q the air flow-rate (m3.^1), V the separating part's air compartment volume (m3),
S the membrane surface area (nr), Av the radon activity concentration in air (Bq.m"3),
Avw.ur the radon activity concentration in water (Bq. m"3).

The plot of Ln P vs f(l/T) makes it possible to verify the theoretical law of the
variation of the permeation coefficient with temperature (4).

P P ( )

1

Here P0 is a constant (mr.s-1), E, is the permeation activation energy (Lmole'1), R is
the ideal gas constant (8.314 J.mole"'.K'!) and T is the absolute temperature (K).

Thus for each membrane tested we obtain a straight line whose slope indicates the
value of the activation energy (see figure 2). We note that the activation energy required
by the radon to traverse polypropylene (E1 = 76,3 kJ/mole-1) is greater than for
polyethylene (E, = 55,4 kJ/mole'1). This may be explained by the presence of an
additional methyl group within the polypropylene structure because of a greater steric
hindrance. In other words, polypropylene is less permeable to radon that polyethylene.
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On the basis of our experimental data we also determined the aspp coefficient
"apparent partition coefficient" which is the ratio of the radon activity concentration in
water to the radon activity concentration in air, with the membrane in place.

For the two membranes tested, figure 3 indicates the variations in the a,pp coefficient
as a function of temperature.
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In experimental laboratory conditions, these graphs may be used to determine the
concentration of radon in water by directly measuring the radon in the air, at a given
temperature. However, this is only valid for water whose activity concentration is
greater than 106 Bq.m'3, (it is being kept in mind that concentrations in water may vary
from 103 to 107 Bq.nV3).

However, these various results allowed us to select the polyethylene membrane as the
most appropriate for use with the Barasol detector for in-situ measurement. The
Barasol is a portable and autonomous detector designed to measure radon
concentrations in ground air.

H. ADAPTING A POLYETHYLENE MEMBRANE TO THE BARASOL®

A second experimental device was developed to simultaneously compare the
measurements of the two Barasol detectors (only one of which was equipped with a
membrane) in the presence of radon-charged water in order to demonstrate the
membrane's effect on the signal supplied by the monitor.

Initially, the tank in which the two detectors are placed, is half filled with radon-
containing water (whose concentration is measured).

The detector without membrane measures the radon in the air phase remaining above
the water, while the second monitor equipped with a membrane is immersed in the
water. The radon initially contained in the water will transfer from the water to the
gaseous phase. This new state of equilibrium is a function of temperature and behaves
according to Henry's law : the ratio of radon concentrations A^^^Av is known as the
Bunsen coefficient (at 20 "C this ratio is 0.259).
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Then we continuously monitor the change in the signal supplied simultaneously by
the two Barasol detectors as a function of time.

The experimental results obtained with the polyethylene membrane show that the two
systems reach different states of equilibrium according to the temperature.

As previously, we can experimentally determine the apparent partition coefficient
a,m which is the ratio of the radon's activity concentration in water (measured by
sampling) to its activity concentration in air, (measured by the Barasol downstream
from the membrane) as a function of temperature. This parameter characterises the
conversion factor which allows the Barasol to be used as measurement système of
radon in water. Figure 4 shows the variations of alpp as a function of temperature.

Apparent partition coefficient
vs temperature ("C)
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Figure 4

CONCLUSIONS

Our study allowed us to determine the radon permeation characteristics of two
membranes (i.e. permeation coefficient and activation energy) under specific conditions
of transfer between water and air. Our results agree with theoretical laws. The device
developed for this study may be used to test other membranes.

Adapting a polyethylene membrane for use with the Barasol detector will make it
possible to measure radon in natural waters at 20 0C with a minimum activity
concentration of approximately 103 Bq. m'3, which is sufficiently sensitive for
measurement in natural environments.
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